
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
integration developer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for integration developer

Design, develop, test and Implement Integration services using WebMethods
/ Java and other approved BFS technologies
Embrace the "You build it, you own it" philosophy, design and build solutions
for operability and support the code you develop (including production
implementation)
Communicate to fellow developers the team deliverables, successes and
guidelines, enabling them to foster on it
Work with TCP Application Teams and external partners to establish new
interfaces, enhance existing interfaces, and troubleshoot integration issues as
they arise through all stages of development, implementation, and
production operation
Develop Parallel jobs using various stages including join, merge, lookup,
surrogate key, funnel, sort, transformer, copy, remove, duplicate, filter, pivot,
and aggregator stages for grouping and summarizing key performance
indicators used in decision support systems
Complete job sequences, unit test and job schedules to automate the ETL
processes
Solve production problems and resolve critical production job failures
maintaining SLA’s
Lead integration testing phase of software and applications under
development in order to identify and remedy potential problem areas
Develop technical integration in Tibco according to Integration standards and
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Qualifications for integration developer

Ood understanding of internet protocols and XML
Over 8 years of IT experience and 5 plus years of experience in Designing
and Building enterprise Data warehousing Application using Informatica
PowerCenter and Big Data technologies
Experience with Development Methodologies, Databases Platforms (Oracle/
SQLServer), including SQL Commands and concepts
Experience interfacing with the Business Stakeholders, Sr
At least 4-5 years of strong integrations and reporting experience in Workday
technologies
Experience with DB2, Netezza, and other relational databases required


